Cambridge, Mass., Friday, October 31, 1919

Price Three Cents

Johnson's Colored Orchestra Will Furnish Music For Opening of Season—Over One Hundred and Fifty Tickets Disposed Of

NOVELTY DANCE WILL BE UNIQUE

Shades of waltzes, hobgoblins and Jack o' Lanterns will be recalled in their measurements tonight by those present at the Dorm Dance in the Walker Memorial. This will be the first of number of such dances planned for the year, and if predictions can be relied on in any way, it will be the most successful entertainment of its kind that has ever been given on the campus. A little dancing floor, and the prospects of a winter attendance are all sufficient to stamp the dance as one of the most unusual of the season.

The demand for tickets was so great that the third print run was sold out last Monday morning. Since that time there has been considerable activity on the part of students waiting to land tickets, and it is expected that when all these have been used up, there will be a fair number of tickets available for the door.

In the last issue of THE TECH it was stated that the price of the tickets for the program would be a five-cent number entitled "Halloween." The nature of this dance has formed a subject for merriment in the part of many students, but beyond reason that it would give a big surprise to all those present, members of the class of 1915, the dance of which the plan of things was to be preserved with an air of mystery with which they very aptly took this matter under consideration. Another announcement of importance is to the effect that although the first few weeks of the academic year will be occupied in the pursuit of academic work, yet some form of genuine entertainment must not be neglected.

The speaker of the evening will be Dr. William E. Walker, who pointed out to the new men the promise of the college and introduced the class of 1916. It was the feature entertainment of its kind that has ever been given on the campus. A little dancing floor, and the prospects of a banner attendance are all sufficient to stamp the dance as one of the most unusual of the season.
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